SONATA 24/7 HRUA steel 17 chrome  
SONATA 24/7 HRUA steel 17 chrome with the Duetto Multiblock mechanism

SONATA LUX 24/7 HRUA  
SONATA LUX 24/7 HRUA with the Duetto Multiblock mechanism

SONATA 24/7 HRU steel 17 chrome  
SONATA 24/7 HRU steel 17 chrome with the Duetto Multiblock mechanism

SONATA lux HRUA R15 steel 28 chrome  
SONATA lux HRUA R15 steel 28 chrome with an Epron Syncron mechanism

SONATA lux HRU R15 steel 28 chrome  
SONATA lux HRU R15 steel 28 chrome with an Epron Syncron mechanism

SONATA lux HRUA steel 28 chrome  
SONATA lux HRUA steel 28 chrome with a Multiblock mechanism

SONATA lux HRU steel 28 chrome  
SONATA lux HRU steel 28 chrome with a Multiblock mechanism

SONATA lux cf lb steel chrome  
SONATA lux cf lb steel chrome
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